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Solid-spaced filters are composed of one or several thin wafers of excellent optical quality acting as
Fabry–Perot spacer layers. We study the different steps of the design and the manufacture of filters
following dense-wavelength-division-multiplexing specifications. The design method of such filters re-
quires a tight synergy between numerical simulations and experimental characterizations to correct
possible thickness errors. Experimental results of the manufacture and characterization of a three-cavity
narrow-bandpass filter and of an interleaver filter are given. © 2006 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

The use of the dense-wavelength-division-multiplex-
ing (DWDM) technique has widely increased the
capacity of telecommunication networks since the be-
ginning of the 1990s, thanks to the insertion of more
than 100 optical channels into 1 single-mode fiber. The
spacing between adjacent DWDM channels [50 or
100 GHz in accordance with the standards defined
by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU)] obviously governs the overall system perfor-
mance. Specified optical characteristics of the
routing components (multiplexing–demultiplexing,
add–drop) include the center wavelength, the chan-
nel bandpass, the passband ripple, and the adjacent
channel isolation. Thin-film interference filters
(TFFs) provide efficient solutions for responding to
such needs. These narrow-bandpass filters should
naturally have environmental and long-term stabil-
ity. They should also be easily reproducible from
run to run in mass production. Hence coatings
should present a dense microstructure and should
require the use of energetic processes like dual-ion-
beam sputtering (DIBS), ion- or plasma-source-
assisted electron-beam evaporation (IAD and APS,
respectively). Classical filter designs include a high

number of dielectric layers (typically more than
100) to achieve the desired bandwidth and isolation,
leading to a large manufacturing time and an in-
crease in the risk of errors during the deposition
process. Moreover, the high intensity of the electric
field inside the spacers magnifies the scattering
losses induced by the interface roughness or the
volume inhomogeneities.1

The use of thin transparent wafers as solid spacers
has been studied for various filtering applications
over the last forty years.2–5 Solid-spaced filters (SSFs)
are formed by a wafer that is in the 50–150 �m thick-
ness range and that is coated on both sides with
dielectric mirrors. The first advantage of such a struc-
ture is that the most sensitive layer of the cavity,
namely the wafer, can be of excellent optical quality.
The second advantage is that such filters naturally
provide a narrow bandpass because of the large
spacer thickness. As a result, moderate reflection fac-
tors are required for the cavity mirrors. This involves
a number of coated layers that generally does not
exceed seven to nine for each mirror. Moreover, a low
sensitivity to deposition errors is obtained since the
phase behavior of such broadband mirrors varies
slowly compared with the phase shift inside the
spacer layer. We proposed in recent papers,6,7 several
DWDM designs leading to the manufacture of a
double coherent solid-spaced filter.

We present in this paper more-advanced experimen-
tal results, including a three-cavity SSF following
100 GHz ITU specifications. We also give manufactur-
ing results concerning an interleaver filter that is
capable of extracting a set of 200 GHz spaced chan-
nels from a single input set of 50 GHz spaced chan-
nels.
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2. Design of Solid-Spaced Filters

A. Single-Cavity Filters

Let us consider a cavity sandwiched between two
dielectric mirrors. Under normal illumination, the
central wavelength �0 of the filter is given by the
following equation8:

�2���0� nspdsp � �m � p�, (1)

where p is an integer, nsp and dsp the refractive index
and the thickness of the spacer, respectively, and �m

the arithmetic-mean phase shift upon reflection of
the two mirrors. To calculate the spectral resolution
of the cavity, we introduce the geometrical mean of
the reflectance of the two mirrors Rm (possibly iden-
tical in the case of SSF). The quality factor, or inverse
of the resolution, is given8 by

Q �
�0

���3 dB
� �2�nspdsp

�0
� �0

d�m

d� � �Rm

�1 � Rm�
. (2)

For SSFs, the contribution of �m is easily controlled
since we consider mirrors composed of only a few
layers, which induces a smooth behavior of the phase
around �0. Choosing a phase value that is exactly
equal to zero is not always necessary, particularly if
one is interested in increasing the antireflection band
of the filter. Equation (2) shows that for a given band-
width, the lower reflectance of the mirrors can be
compensated for by increasing the optical thickness
of the spacer. Typically, a 17 layer mirror and a 2 �m
thick spacer structure present the same quality fac-
tor as a 7 layer mirror and a 100 �m thick spacer
SSF. One can note that since a SSF is naturally
placed in the air on both sides, the theoretical maxi-
mum transmittance is equal to 100% for a symmetric
design.

The major theoretical drawback of a SSF is that the
spectral response presents many transmitted peaks
with a reduced free spectral range (FSR) given by

FSR �
�0

2

2nspdsp
. (3)

For our applications, the FSR is typically in the
10–20 nm range. Several solutions enable us to elim-
inate unwanted peaks. The first one consists of using
an all-dielectric blocking filter6 with a transmitted
spectral bandwidth higher than the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of the SSF and lower than its
FSR. Of course the complexity of the whole structure
increases. Other solutions consist of using multiple-
cavity SSFs.

B. Multiple-Cavity Solid-Spaced Filters

1. General Considerations
Multiple-cavity SSFs are composed of several single
SSFs separated by a thin air gap in the 1–25 �m
range. The air gap acts as the coupling layer of clas-

sical Fabry–Perot cavities, and the different SSFs
coherently interfere. In the case of identical SSFs, the
spectral response of the multiple-cavity structure
presents transmittance peaks separated by the FSR
given by Eq. (3). However, these peaks exhibit a spec-
tral square shape that is typical of multiple-cavity
filters. Such a design can be suitable for producing a
specific grid of transmitted wavelengths (interleaver
filters for instance).

On the other hand, one could be interested in ob-
taining a single transmittance peak. As the location
of the peaks, given by Eq. (1), depends on the optical
thickness of the spacer and on the phase shift of the
mirrors, one solution consists of choosing cavities
with different optical thicknesses. Many of the spec-
tral coincidences will be also eliminated. This solu-
tion is discussed in Subsection 2.B.1. The second
technique consists of choosing mirrors with a differ-
ent phase behavior for each SSF. Equation (1) is then
only satisfied for �0 since �m �� 	 �0� is different for
each SSF. Such mirrors are easy to design: For in-
stance, let us consider a classical �HL�p quarter-wave
mirror for �0 and a stack design �HL�p�q2mH �LH�q,
where p, m, and q are integers, and H and L stand for
high- and low-refractive-index quarter-wave layers,
respectively. The two mirrors present identical reflec-
tance and phase for � � �0, but as soon as � 	 �0, the
phase shifts are no longer identical.

By combining several SSFs structures with ade-
quate spacer and mirror characteristics, we can eas-
ily extend the rejection band over the C-band.

2. Autofiltering Multiple Solid-Spaced Filters with
an Optimized Transmission Window
The idea of autofiltering SSFs is to use the rejection
band of a single SSF to eliminate some harmonic
peaks coming from another SSF with a different cav-
ity thickness. In this case all cavities are centered at
� � �0 but present different FSRs which provide a
filtering effect over a given spectral range. The atten-
uation of the unwanted transmission peaks depends
on the values of the different FSRs and on the
mirror efficiencies. It is also possible to optimize non-
quarter-wave air gaps and external layer thicknesses
to eliminate ripples within the transmission window.
The refinement of these thicknesses is performed
with a least-square optimization procedure. Follow-
ing this procedure, we give here an example of a
four-cavity SSF design that fulfills the 100 GHz
DWDM requirements:

Y Central wavelength: �0 � 1550 nm.
Y Transmission window: ��0.5 dB 
 0.5 nm.
Y Spectral bandwidth: ���3 dB � 0.6 nm.
Y Transmission level for a wavelength located at

more than 0.5 nm of �0: T � �20 dB.

The designed structure is composed of four silica
wafers of 66, 111, 135, and 80 �m thickness (refrac-
tive index nsp � 1.44). Each wafer has both sides
coated with five-layer dielectric mirrors �nH � 2.1,
nL � 1.46�. The thickness of the fifth layer of each
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mirror is adjusted to optimize the transmission win-
dow of the whole structure. We have plotted in Fig. 1
the spectral transmittance of this four-cavity struc-
ture with a linear scale [Fig. 1(a)] between 1549 and
1551 nm and on a decibel scale [Fig. 1(b)] over the
C-band �1530–1570 nm�. We stress the square shape
of the achieved spectral profile, the very low insertion
losses, and the efficiency of the autofiltering scheme
in the C-band (residual harmonic peaks of approxi-
mately �25 dB).

3. Experimental Demonstration of an Autofiltering
Three-Cavity Solid-Spaced Filter

A. Specifications and Preliminary Design

To illustrate the potential of a multiple-cavity SSF,
we chose to design and manufacture a three-cavity
filter centered at 1550 nm and fulfilling the 100 GHz
requirements described above. The coating materials
are SiO2 (L material) and Ta2O5 (H material) depos-
ited by DIBS. A preliminary design study shows that
the use of three SiO2 solid thin wafers with thick-
nesses of 49 �m (SSF1), 69 �m (SSF2), and 74 �m
(SSF3) enables us to satisfy the specified steepness
and rejection band. The specified sharpness requires
the use of seven-layer mirrors. The resulting three-

SSF design is hence composed of 3 thin wafers, 42
layers, and 2 air gaps localized between the three
different SSFs. Our strategy consists of first adjust-
ing the wafer thicknesses then coating a complete
mirror (seven layers) on one side of the three wafers
and an incomplete mirror (six layers) on the other
side, and finally adjusting the thickness of these last
Ta2O5 layers to optimize the final performance of the
filter.

B. Characterization and Adjustment of
Wafer Thickness

A precise characterization of the optical thickness of
each elementary wafer is mandatory. Indeed, any
error concerning the geometry of a wafer (parallelism
between both sides) and the value of its optical thick-
ness at the central wavelength �0 of the designed
filter will lead to predictable losses at the maximum
level of transmittance of the final filtering device. The
used wafers are commercial ones (square shaped,
10 mm � 10 mm), with a thickness-purchasing tol-
erance of 2 �m, which does not ensure that the
effective optical thickness of each cavity is an even
multiple of a quarter-wavelength.

The measurement setup used to perform this ac-
curate optical thickness characterization was already
described in a previous paper6 and can be summed up
as follows (see Fig. 2). We use a tunable laser source
emitting in the C-band and an InGaAs photodiode,
followed by a low-noise current amplifier to measure
in one point the light power transmitted by a given
wafer. The study of the variations of this transmit-
tance level as a function of the wavelength and as a
function of the position of the measurement point at
the surface of this wafer enables us to determine the
optical-thickness distribution corresponding to this
sample. The accuracy of these optical thickness mea-
surements is �1 nm.

For our three wafers, we measure parallelism of
�3 arc sec, which enables us to use a Gaussian beam
with a 250 �m waist without transmission losses.
At the center of the wafers, the measured optical
thicknesses are equal to 184.10L2, 258.18L2, and
276.26L2 for the SSF1, SSF2, and SSF3 wafers, re-
spectively �L2 is a quarter-wave layer of massive
fused silica). To adjust these optical thicknesses
to even values of quarter-wavelength (i.e., 186L2,
260L2, and 278L2), we deposit on each silica wafer a
thin SiO2 layer of appropriate thickness, then per-
form a new characterization of the adjusted wafers to
verify that the final optical thicknesses of our three
cavities (SSF1, SSF2, and SSF3) are in perfect accor-
dance with our needs.

C. Final Design of the Filter

Simulations using the classical design-optimization
method show that a square-shaped filter can be ob-
tained by adjusting one layer of each single SSF and
the two air gaps. We then simultaneously deposit a
seven-layer quarter-wavelength mirror on one side of
the three wafers and an incomplete six-layer quarter-
wavelength mirror on the other side. The optical

Fig. 1. Four-cavity SSF design following DWDM requirements:
(a) linear scale and (b) decibel scale. The structure design is as
follows: 1.09H�(LH)2�246L2�(HL)2�1.05H�20.66A�; 1.13H�(LH)2�
500L2�(HL)2�1.09H�24.79A�; 1.06H�(LH)2�412L2�(HL)2�1.02H�
31.11A�; and 0.73H�(LH)2�298L2�(HL)2�1.27H�, with nH � 2.09,
nL� 1.46, nL2 � 1.44, nA � 1. External medium air (nA � 1).
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monitoring of the two coatings is indirectly performed
on two bare reference substrates. The analysis of the
transmittance and reflectance of the two reference
substrates provides an estimation of the errors per-
formed during deposition of the two mirrors. These
deposition errors are taken into account for the last
design-refinement procedure. The final optimization
on the two air gaps and the three remaining layers
provides a set of thicknesses for the last high-index
layer of the incomplete mirrors: 1.00H for SSF1 and
1.46H for SSF2 and SSF3. One can note that this
design is very sensitive to errors performed on these
final layers. The final design of our structure is then
SSF2�air�SSF1�air�SSF3, with

SSF1 � �HL�3H�186.01 L2��HL�3H,

SSF2 � �HL�3H�260.02 L2��HL�3�1.46H,

SSF3 � �HL�3H�278.03 L2��HL�3�1.46H.

D. Spectral Transmittance of the Three-Cavity Filter

The measured transmittance of the three single SSFs
is depicted in Fig. 3. The rejection level, provided by
the seven-layer mirror efficiency, is approximately
�17 dB. The different locations of the harmonic
peaks for SSF1, SSF2, and SSF3 should ensure an
efficient autofiltering effect for the final three-cavity
structure. The three transmitted peaks do not exactly
coincide at 1550 nm, but the resulting effect of the
coherent coupling of the three SSFs should provide
the expected square-shaped profile.

The whole considered structure is SSF2�air�
SSF1�air�SSF3. The relative positioning of the
three elementary cavities is performed by classical
mechanical means, while the fine-tuning of the air
gaps is achieved by piezoelectric translators. The
measured spectral transmittance of the whole filter
corresponding to the optimal adjustment of these
air gaps is plotted in Fig. 4.

The central wavelength is exactly 1550.0 nm, and
the spectral bandwidths are equal to 0.28 nm at
�0.5 dB and 0.50 nm at �3 dB [see Fig. 4(b)]. The
transmittance level is below-20 dB for all wave-
lengths of the C-band below 1549.42 nm and above
1550.68 nm, except one sharp residual peak with a
level of transmittance at approximately �15 dB [see
Fig. 4(a)].

One can note that once the wafer’s optical thick-
ness is adjusted to the theoretical value, the monitor-
ing of such filters is quite easy since only mirrors of a
few layers with weak phase dispersion �d�m�d�� are
required. Even in the case of deposition errors, the
final centering of the different cavities is assured by
correction of the mirror’s final-layer thickness.

4. Experimental Demonstration of an Interleaver Filter

A. General Considerations on the Design

An interleaver device is used to simultaneously insert
or extract from a network a huge number of wave-

Fig. 2. Principle of measurement of wafer thickness.

Fig. 3. Experimental transmission spectra of the three single
SSFs. The structure designs are as follows: Light gray curve,
(HL)3H�186.01 L2�(HL)3H (SSF1); black curve, (HL)3H�260.02
L2�(HL)3�1.46H (SSF2); gray curve, (HL)3H�278.03 L2�(HL)3�
1.46H (SSF3); where H, Ta2O5; L, SiO2; L2, silica substrate; exter-
nal medium, air.
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lengths or channels. Generally, interleavers are man-
ufactured with birefringent filters (Lyot filters),
Michelson interferometers, or arrayed waveguide
gratings9 (AWGs).

Let us consider here a 50–200 GHz interleaver fil-
ter made of three identical SSFs. In this case, the
FSR of each SSF is completely defined in respect to
the ITU grid. Considering a 200 GHz grid with a
central frequency of 193.4 THz (i.e., a wavelength
of �1550 nm), the FSR should be 200 GHz or
1.603 nm. Equation (3) fixes the optical thickness of
the wafers to nspdsp � 1934L2 at 1550 nm.

Another critical characteristic to fulfill is the rejec-
tion level of adjacent channels. It must be less than
�25 dB. The width of transmission windows com-
bined to this required rejection level defines the nec-
essary mirror efficiency. Assuming SiO2 (L material)
and Ta2O5 (H material) deposited by DIBS, one
should consider three-layer mirrors. Figure 5 repre-
sents the transmission spectrum of the structure on
(a) a linear scale and (b) a decibel scale. It shows a
0.23 nm FWHM and a rectangular profile. The ripple
amplitude is 3%. The FSR is �1.6 nm, corresponding
to 200 GHz as expected. Thus 1 channel among 4 are
extracted, which corresponds to 31 extracted chan-
nels for the whole C-band. The theoretical rejection is
�32 dB for the adjacent channels.

The last critical parameter for an interleaver filter
is the transmission phase shift as a function of the

wavelength. The chromatic dispersion effect does in-
deed affects the pulse width. This effect is quantized
by the study of the group-delay (GD) function defined
by

GD � �
d�

d�
, (4)

where � is the phase of the amplitude transmission
coefficient, � � 2�c�� is the pulsation of this light
beam, and c is the speed of the light.

Figure 6 shows the theoretical variation of this GD
(in picoseconds) with respect to the wavelength for
the considered interleaver. The peak-to-valley varia-
tion in the transmitted window is 13 ps, which is
comparable with the typical values obtained with
other technologies.9 We note that this GD is nearly
constant in a 0.2 nm bandwidth around the peak
wavelength.

To manufacture such an interleaver filter, let us
consider the influence of the substrate’s refractive-
index dispersion on the FSR value. In the case of a
linear dependence of this refractive index, we obtain

FSR1 � FSR0�1 �
�0

nsp��0���n
���

���0
	, (5)

Fig. 4. Experimental transmission spectra of the three-cavity
SSFs: (a) linear scale and (b) decibel scale. The structure design is
as follows: SSF2�air�SSF1�air�SSF3. External medium, air.

Fig. 5. Theoretical transmission spectrum of the interleaver:
(a) linear scale and (b) decibel scale. The structure design is as
follows: HLH�246L2�HLH�A�, HLH�246L2�HLH�A, and HLH�
246L2�HLH, with nH � 2.09, nL � 1.46, nL2 � 1.444, nA � 1.
External medium air.
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where FSR0 is the free spectral range without index
dispersion and FSR1 is the new value that takes into
account this index dispersion.

One can estimate the dispersion of fused silica
around 1550 nm as10

�n
�� �1550 nm� � �1.2 � 10�5 nm�1.

It ensues that the effective value of the FSR is defined
by FSR1 � 0.987 FSR0. As a consequence, the optical
thickness of the three silica wafers should be slightly
corrected from nspdsp � 1934L2 to nspdsp � 1908L2.

B. Experimental Results

For our experimental demonstration, we selected
three 500 �m thick silica substrates (purchasing tol-
erance of 2 �m). A first characterization of these
substrates was performed with the setup described in
Subsection 3.B (see Fig. 2) and provides their exact
optical thicknesses and parallelism �1 arc sec�. Then
thin silica coatings are deposited at the surface of
these silica wafers to obtain the same optical thick-
nesses for the three elementary SSFs. To avoid the
use of extremely thick coated layers, we fixed this
final common value to nspdsp � 1864L2. This value is
clearly different from the one specified by our design
approach �1908L2�, and as a consequence the trans-
mitted peaks will not be perfectly positioned on the
wavelengths defined by the ITU grid. The relative
deviation between the FSR of our design and the ITU
interval is equal to the relative deviation of the two
design thicknesses, i.e., 2.3%.

After deposition of the three-layer mirrors, we use
the same optimization procedure of the air-gap cou-
pling as described in Subsection 3.D. Figure 7 repre-
sents the experimental transmission spectra of the
optimal configuration of the SSF1�air�SSF2�air�
SSF3 interleaver filter on (a) a linear scale and (b) a
decibel scale. The transmission peak reaches 95%,
and the FWHM of each peak is 0.23 nm. The rejection
level is �27 dB for adjacent channels. The accuracy
of our wavelength determination is governed by the
stability of our tunable laser source, i.e., 20 pm. We

have plotted in Fig. 8 the residual mismatch between
the channel wavelengths defined by the ITU grid and
our experimental data. The discrepancy can be lin-
early approximated with a slope of approximately
�16 pm�channel.

5. Conclusion

In this paper theoretical and experimental studies of
multiple-cavity solid-spaced DWDM filters with and
without autofiltering properties are presented. The
use of non-quarter-wave layers for the mirror and the
coupling layers permits us to compensate for coating-
thickness errors and to strongly attenuate the ripples
in the transmission window. The manufacture of a
100 GHz single-peak filter with a 95% maximum

Fig. 6. Theoretical GD dispersion of the interleaver. The struc-
ture is identical to that in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Experimental transmission spectra of the interleaver:
(a) linear scale and (b) decibel scale. The structure design is
as follows: HLH�1864L2�HLH�air; HLH�1864L2�HLH�air; and
HLH�1864L2�HLH; where H, Ta2O5; L, SiO2; L2, silica sub-
strate; external medium air.

Fig. 8. Spectral mismatch between theoretical and experimental
channels of the 50–200 GHz interleaver filter.
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transmission and a FWHM bandwidth of 0.5 nm is
described. The measured rejection is better than
�20 dB for the whole C-band. Moreover, because of
the natural presence of regularly spaced transmitted
peaks, SSFs are a very effective solution for the man-
ufacture of WDM interleaver filters. The design and
manufacture of a 50–200 GHz interleaver filter are
presented. The maximum transmission is 95% with a
0.2 nm FWHM. The rejection reaches �27 dB for ad-
jacent channels.

The presented experimental demonstrations of
these filtering devices were achieved by using air
gaps as coupling layers, but it is clear that optical
contacting is the right way to assemble such filters in
a compact and resistant way. The first experimental
studies performed by us show that optical contacting
of SSFs through dense coating layers manufactured
by DIBS is perfectly feasible.11 Two 100 �m thick
silica wafers coated on both sides with seven-layer
mirrors were assembled into a monolithic component.
The resulting compact double-cavity interleaver, cen-
tered at 1550 nm, presents measured transmitted-
peak maxima of �93% and FWHM bandwidths of
0.5 nm. Such an assembly can provide support with-
out unbonding thermal cycling, 100 °C thermal
shocks, and mechanical stresses. Additional studies
concerning the long-term stability of the component
(thermal cycling and aging) should naturally be per-
formed to ensure the viability of such filters in an
industrial context.
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